ABOVE. the large brick terrace overlooking the marshes and the Cooper river, as the rear of Harry S. Guggenheim's winter home at Palmetto. Below. Lucky, one of Mr. Guggenheim's七面 setters. He has more than sixty dogs, dogs, in his kennel this winter. Their trainer is Bill Richardson, who goes north with them each summer and comes south with them in winter.

ABOVE. FRONT VIEW of Mr. Guggenheim's Palmetto plantation winter home. Center picture shows a view of the oak avenue leading to the house with two brownstone columns, formerly on the property of J. E. Reid, the house in the foreground. Below. Front view of the brick house on which Mr. Guggenheim kept more than fifty setters and hounds. The dogs in the picture are trained and supplied which are being taught by Bill Richardson, their trainer. The trained dogs have been taken north in a specially constructed dog trailer.